
Conserve Fuel to Save Money 
 

 Fuel prices continue to break all time records. As a buyer of gasoline conservation is your most 

effective way to reduce the price impact for your family and your business. 

 Driving less can be accomplished. Plan errands together for one trip to town or trip around town. 

When to children's schedule allows use the school bus for transportation. Car pool to work if that is possible. 

Plan outings and vacations to one location rather than multiple locations. If you take your time, add a picnic, 

and take a more leisurely visit to you destination you might find you enjoy it all the more and it's more 

affordable.  

 Train yourself to go easy on the gas. Quick starts start to waste fuel quickly also. The same is true of 

stopping. If you have one of those cars which calculates gas mileage, see if you can get it up to 200 mph per 

gallon after you let off the gas and coast into a smooth safe stop rather than fueling the brakes. 

 Keep speeds constant and at or below speed limits rather than five to ten over. You will have a win - 

win situation. You will save fuel on every mile you drive, be safer, and save the fuel it takes to drive to court 

to pay for the ticket. Every five miles per hour above 55 miles per hour will reduce your mileage about one 

mile per gallon. Reduce use of the air conditioner for short runs at lower speeds around town. 

 Check the garage for options on high mileage options. A pair of tennis shoes, a bicycle, a car which 

is more fuel efficient. Vehicle maintenance will also help fuel efficiency. Make sure to check to oil and 

fluids, keep the tires properly inflated, and have ignition and emissions systems checked. Keeping the air 

cleaner serviced is important in getting good engine performance. Under inflated tires are a safety hazard 

and can reduce fuel economy as much as two percent for each pound of pressure below the recommended 

for that tire. 

 Do not carry unnecessary loads. The heavier a vehicle is the more fuel it takes. Clean out trash and 

items not needed. Unload the car properly after completing a job rather than hauling the extra cement and 

tools(or other materials) in the trunk for months. Strap loads in place to reduce air resistance and don't add 

the extra luggage racks unless necessary. 

 When purchasing cars consider options which will reduce fuels bills. Size, weight, fuel efficiency, 

engine size and options, cruise control and even color. Both interior and exterior color have a lot to do with 

air conditioner operation miles. 

 Purchasing ethanol blended gasolines and soybean biodiesel gives good performance, reduces 

emissions, keeps engines clean while using a home grown product. We need all the help we can get to help 

reduce dollars exported to other states and other countries. 
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